The Revival styles of the late
Nineteenth Century
By Edward J Rycroft
Figure 1. A pair of Victorian
Gothic Revival oak hall
chairs. Oct 13. W H Peacock,
Bedford. Sold for £190.

Figure 6. A mid Victorian
gentlemans and ladies
armchair, walnut, upholstery
as seen. Sep 00. Ambrose,
Loughton. Sold for £1,600.

Figure 2. One of a pair of
Victorian Gothic Revival oak
wall mirrors. Oct 09.
Charterhouse, Sherborne.
Sold for £500.

Figure 3. A Victorian carved
Gothic Revival bench settle
Feb 13. Cooper Barrington,
Froncysyllte. Sold for £160.

Figure 7. A 19thC Italian
Renaissance Revival walnut
cabinet on stand. Mar 06.
Gorringes, Lewes. Sold for
£4,400.

Figure 4. A 19thC Louis XV
style gilt framed suite, with
four matching chairs. June 05.
Roseberys, London. Sold for
£750.

Figure 5. A Victorian Rococo
style mahogany credenza.
May 13. W & H Peacock,
Bedford. Sold for £350.
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Figure 8. A Victorian carved
walnut chair in Renaissance
Revival style. Feb 00.
Andrew Hartley, Ilkley.
Sold for £600.

The Victorian period in English design saw a great variety of styles come
into fashion usually with an enhanced emphasis on decoration and ornamental
characteristics. These styles were Victorian interpretations of earlier styles
which had been adapted to impress buyers. This fashion for revived styles
especially affected furniture design, which span the entire length of Queen
Victoria’s reign. In this article, we will look at the revival styles which
occurred and how they were adapted to furniture design. To start with though,
let’s go back to the mid nineteenth century, to the Gothic Revival style.
The Gothic Revival Style
One could argue that the fashion for revived styles came during the 1850s
with the Gothic Revival. Brought about by Augustus Pugin, this style didn’t
simply revive the furniture of the sixteenth century, but revived all the
associated characteristics of the Gothic architectural style commonly found on
buildings built 500 years earlier. Pugin was best known for his designs for the
interiors of the Palace of Westminster, which especially included furniture and
furniture fitments. It was the designs of Pugin from which the Gothic Revival
style commenced.
Figure 1 shows a pair of oak hall chairs in the Gothic style. Not directly
reproducing furniture of the seventeenth century, these have backs in the form
of the Gothic arch and are raised on turned legs. These were a typical design
of the early Victorian period. Another good example of this style would be in
figure 2.
Figure 2, a wall mirror takes the pointed arch as an overall form but this
time replicates the architectural style even more with finials in the form of
pinnacles and crockets on the arch. The moulded columns to the side are replicating columns of the type which are found supporting church windows. The
inset mirror is Gothic arch shaped at the top incorporating many elements.
Figure 3 is another good example. This is a bench settee with a padded seat
and padded back. The front frieze below the seat and arm supports are in the
form of tracery found in Chapel windows of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, with the sides with quatrefoil decoration and the crest rail carved
with intricate sixteenth century style decoration. All of these pieces are good
examples of this style and illustrate the variety of design.
Louis XV Style
Just after Queen Victoria came to the throne, furniture was being produced
in the Louis XIV and Louis XV styles. This is sometimes referred to as the
Rococo revival style or in the Victorian times ‘Old French’ style, as it was
often termed. This often saw the use of curvilinear forms, surface carving
usually asymmetrical, parcel gilding and the invariable use of French cabriole
legs. Made during the mid nineteenth century across Britain, furniture in the
style could commonly be found in the Drawing Room or Parlour, though it
could occupy its presence in every room of the middle class house. This style
died out towards the end of Victoria’s reign. Here are some typical examples
illustrating the variants of the style.
Figure 4 is Louis XIV style giltwood settee. This piece, which is part of a
suite comprising the settee and four matching side chairs, characteristically
exhibits a shallow carved curvaceous frame and French cabriole legs. This
decorative but elegant piece was made for a drawing room for a large house.
Figure 5 is a mid Victorian mahogany sideboard. Though it may have come
under this category of ‘Louis XV’ or ‘Old French’ and does incorporate
French design elements, it is a much more English developed interpretation of
the Rococo. The use of applied carving to doors, the ornate acanthus carved
back, the serpentine shaped central section and the shaped top are all characteristics of good Victorian Rococo style furniture.
Perhaps a more common type of furniture found in the Rococo style is in
figure 6. These are a Gentleman and Lady’s chair in walnut, which originally

would have been part of what is commonly known as a Salon suite, which
typically consisted of a Gentleman and Lady’s chair, sometimes a nursing
chair, two small open armchairs and four or six side chairs. These chairs would
probably have stood in a drawing room of a middle class house during the
1850s. They illustrate the use of curvilinear frames, upholstered backs as well
as seats, carved scrolled decoration and typically stand on cabriole legs.
Elizabethan Revival Style
Emerging from the Gothic Revival and overlapping with Rococo (or Louis
XV) style was the Renaissance Revival style. Also known as the ‘Elizabethan
Style’ it favoured heavily carved oak furniture reviving elements of pieces
made during the sixteenth and early seventeenth century. The use of grotesque
heads, ornately carved figures, turned columns, elaborate pediments were all
characteristics of this style. Despite Henry Shaw’s Specimens of Ancient
Furniture of 1834, illustrating designs for Elizabethan style furniture, the style
didn’t really become popular until the 1860s and 1870s, when it encompassed
the typical Victorian fashion for exuberance. Here are examples.
Though an Italian piece, figure 7, the cabinet-on-chest is a good example of
the late nineteenth century Renaissance Revival style which not only affected
Britain but the Continent too. This exemplifies the style through the carved
mermaids, cherubs and mythical beasts, the whole piece being raised on a
stand which is raised up on tapering columns mounted by carved human busts,
the legs joined by a cross-stretcher, further mounted by a putto.
Figure 8 is a more simplified piece in the style. This chair illustrates the
influence of Italy with the pedimented crest rail surmounted by turned finials,
the low relief carving, the Gothic style upholstery depicting the figure of a
knight in the centre and the C scroll carved front legs, elements which could
commonly be found on European furniture of the Renaissance period.
The next example, figure 9, is a large Victorian Elizabethan style refectory
table, the top of plank form with cleated ends, the frieze with gadrooning and
carved with lion heads and raised on heavy turned cup and cover legs and
standing on platform feet with scrolled terminals, all united by a single
stretcher. Every surface of this is carved in the Elizabethan style and characteristically crams elements of an earlier style into one piece.
Other styles
The Victorian period saw various other rather specific revival styles emerge
reproducing particular designs of the eighteenth century. Like all other
Victorian fashion, exuberance and excess was all the rage and every surface of
wood was often crammed with decoration associated with that particular style.
Running alongside the Arts and Crafts movement, there was a very strong
market for this and many styles got reproduced. Here are some examples.
Figure 10 shows a display cabinet in the Chippendale taste. This piece,
which is essentially a variant of the Rococo style was made during the Rococo
revival period of the 1860s. Made from walnut, it incorporates Chippendale
style glazing to doors, acanthus capped pillars, and is raised on bracket feet, all
typical elements of the Chippendale period. Figure 11 is a Chippendale style
chair of the type made during the late nineteenth century as part of dining sets.
Other styles, as illustrated in figures 12 and 13, which were prevalent in the
late nineteenth century were the Carolean and Jacobean styles, essentially
variants of the Renaissance Revival or ‘Elizabethan’ style. Perhaps another
style which often isn’t mentioned much is that of George Hepplewhite, of
which chairs in this style (shown in figure 14), were made during the last few
decades of the nineteenth century.
In conclusion, it can be said that the Victorian style was a combination of
revival styles all reproducing design elements from previous centuries.
Usually a piece made in a particular style would be crammed with elements of
the style it was reproducing, partly to give the impression of the owner’s
wealth. The Victorian period was essentially an eclectic mix of period styles
revived to suit many different nineteenth century interiors and such pieces can
also suit many interiors today.
Edward Rycroft is the furniture and in-house valuer at Hansons Auctioneers.
For more information please contact Hansons Auctioneers on 01283 733988 or
email at saleroom@hansonsauctioneers.co.uk.

Figure 9. An impressive Victorian Elizabethan style carved oak
refectory table. Apr 12. Andrew Hartley, Ilkley. Sold for £4,700.

Figure 12. A set of eight
Victorian Carolean Revival
carved oak dining chairs. Mar
14. Frank Marshall, Knutsford
Sold for £340.

Figure 10. A mid Victorian
walnut display cabinet in the
Chippendale Revival taste.
June 05. Fieldings, West
Hagley, Worcs. Sold for
£5,600.

Figure 13. A Victorian
Jacobean style oak dresser
June 13. Batemans, Stamford.
Sold for £120.

Figure 11. One of a set of
four mahogany Chippendale
style chairs. Jul 07. Lambert
& Foster, Tenterden. Sold for
£350.

Figure 14. One of a set of
eight 19thC mahogany
Hepplewhite style dining
chairs. Jul 05. Denhams,
Warnham, Sussex. Sold for
£1,500.
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